scriptions and statistics lend support to James J. Parson's thesis of anti- 
queño expansion. Pp. 47-60 contain an excellent, if brief, picture of the Cauca 
Valley. The maps are good reproductions of the German originals.

J. LEON HELGUERA

University of North Carolina

CUBA

La guerra libertadora cubana de los treinta años 1868-1898: razón de su victoria. By EMILIO ROIG DE LEUCH- 

MARTIANA


El archivo nacional en la conmemora- 
ción del centenario del natalicio de José Martí y Pérez, 1855-1955. Pref- 

This huge volume of Martiana is illustrative of the type of dividend scholars may reap from centennial celebrations. The National Archive of Cuba takes justifiable pride, not only in its unparalleled collection of originals and copies of Martí documents, but also in the many detailed studies published in the Boletín del Archivo Nacional on the multifarious activities of José Martí. As its part in the celebration of the hundredth anniversary of the birth of Martí the Archivo Nacional does the double service of paying homage to the great patriot- martyr while facilitating the work of scholars interested in Martí and Cuban independence, by publishing in one volume the institution's holdings of letters, poems, articles, and random thoughts written by Martí; letters to Martí; family papers; a wide range of documents, including financial state- ments, on the activities of the many Cuban independence clubs that existed in the United States and throughout the West Indies; and pertinent official Spanish records, together with reprints of studies and recollections written about Martí since his death. All of the secondary works have been published either once or twice in the Boletín del Archivo Nacional, and many of the letters and other items have been published before in a variety of forms, many of which are difficult to find today.

The excellent introduction of Jorge Quintana, which fully and clearly explains the organization of this disparate body of material (e.g. even the letters to and from Martí do not form a consecutive correspondence), should be carefully read before using the volume, especially as there is no index. Each document is identified, how it came to be in the Archivo Nacional is explained, and bibliographic information is provided when the material has been previously published. (J. P. H.)


The papers printed here treat Martí from all sides. Scattered among them are striking caricatures of participants at the Congress by David. (J. F.)